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1. INTRODUCTION 
The Landau-Kolmogorov inequality, 
I/ f’“’ 11 < K(n, /?)]I f II ’ ~ (““) I/ fen) II k~” for O<k<n, (1.1) 
was proved by Landau for n=2, f”eL,(R) (or f”eL,(R+)) and the 
L,(R) (or L,(R+)) norm with the best constants K(2, l)=fi (or 
K(2, 1)=2). Induction will imply (1.1) forf@‘EL,(R) off(“JEL,(R+) 
(see, for example, Remark 3 in [ 1 I). Kolmogorov [7] determined the best 
constants K(n, k) for (1.1) when f@)~ L,(R) is assumed and the norm in 
( 1.1) is that of L,(R). After many articles by various authors that 
estimated K(n, k) in (1.1) for ,~‘“‘EL,(R+) and the norm of L,(R+), 
Schoenberg and Cavaretta [S] exhibited a process which can be used to 
determine K(n, k) for this case. 
For the norms of L,(R) and L,(R + ), 1 <p -e co, it was shown by 
E. Stein [9] that (1.1) can be deduced from the corresponding L, case 
with constants that are not bigger than those for L,. 
The Landau-Kolmogorov inequality can be stated for semi-groups of 
operators on a Banach space B. A semi-group of contractions satisfies 
T(t): B-, B for teR,, T(0) = Z, 
T(t, + tz) = T(t,) T(fzh and II T(t)f II s II f II 
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and is strongly continuous if 
II Vt)f-f II = 4 1) as t-to+, for all f~ B. 
The infinitesimal generator A of T(t) is the operator defined by 
s-lim T(t)f-f= Af: 
r-+0+ t 
For f~ D(A’), Kallman and Rota [6] proved 
II ‘4f II d 2 II Nf II 1’2 II f II li2. 
(1.2) 
This was extended by Hille [S, Theorem l] and by Gindler and 
Goldstein [4, Theorem 3.11 who proved 
II a- II Q m k) II A"f /I+ II f II l- k’n (1.4) 
for fg D(A”) with some constants K(n, k). One can also observe that (1.4) 
with some constants K(n, k) follows from (1.3) by induction (see Remark 3 
of [ 11). It was shown by the author [l, p 1503 that (1.4) is valid for a 
strongly continuous semi-group of contraction with the K(n, k) that were 
determined by Schoenberg and Cavaretta for L,(R+ ) and for a strongly 
continuous group of isometries (I( T(t) f II = (I f I( for t E R) with the K(n, k) 
that were determined by Kolmogorov for L,(R). This result answered 
a question raised by Gindler and Goldstein [4]. As translation is a 
semi-group on spaces of functions on R, or R for which Af =f', (1.4) 
constitutes a generalization of (1.1). It was further shown [3] that the 
strong continuity of T(t) and the strong limit in the definition of A could 
be replaced by weaker concepts. This is of interest for spaces like L, 
or B. V. 
Trebels and Westphal [lo] further extended (1.1) and (1.4) using the 
definition of fractional power ( - A)Y of ( -A) given by 
(-A)7S=;-+li; K~r:Slri~-‘-I(I-T(u))“fdu, 
E 
where 
KI,J u-‘-Y(1 -&-U)ndu. 
0 
As the expression of fractional derivative and the determination of 
D(( --A))‘) are not simple, we propose the following alternative generaliza- 
tion. We say that f E Lip, CI (Lipschitz class ~1) if f satisfies 
(-I)“-“f(.+kh) <M(m,cr;f)h” 
II 
(1.5) 
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with M(m, a;f) independent of h. We denote the smallest constant satis- 
fying (1.5) by M(m, cc;f). Our Kolmogorov-type inequality will yield for 
cr>p, n>cc, and k>fl 
M(k, B;f) d C(a, 8, n, k) M(n, CX;~)~‘” II f II 1 ~ (B’a). (1.6) 
As we will show in Lemma 2.2 that if fck) exists and f‘(k)~ C(R) (or 
C(R+)), we have 
sup Ilh-kd;f(l =M(k, k;f)= IIf’k’I/ (1.7) 
(with the L, norm), the inequality (1.1) follows from (1.6). Moreover, the 
Zygmund constant M(n + 1, n;f) can replace )I f’“’ I/ in the Kolmogorov 
inequality. Analogues to both (1.6) and (1.7) for more general Banach 
spaces and semi-groups of operators r(t) rather than just translations will 
be derived in Section 3 from the L, Theorems. 
2. THE LANDAU-K• LMOGOROV INEQUALITY FOR L, 
In this section, we deal with functions in C(R + ) or C(R) and the L, 
norm. The Lipschitz constants M(n, a;f) are given for any CI and n > a by 
(2.1) 
where 
dZf(x) = dhkf;- ‘f(x)) and dj,f(x) = dhf(X) =f(x + h) -f(x). 
(2.2) 
We can define M(n, cc;S) for functions f E L, rather than for f E C, but if 
M(n, a; f) < co for some CI > 0, f (or an equivalent of it in L,) belongs 
to c. 
We now state the main result of this section and probably of the whole 
paper. 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose f E C( R + ) or f 6 C(R), and o! > fi > 0, n 3 LX, and 
k >/I where both k and n are integers. Then 
M(k, P;f) d C(cc, /A n, k) M(n, a; f jp’/” II f II ’ - ‘B’a’. (2.3) 
In Theorem 2.1, the assumption M(n, cc; f) < 03 is hidden as otherwise 
(2.3) is satisfied trivially. The proof of Theorem 2.1 will proceed through 
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several emmas, the first of which can also be utilized to observe how the 
Landau-Kolmogorov inequality (1.1) follows from (2.3) when we set 
cr=n>/?=k. 
LEMMA 2.2. Zff’“’ exists andf’“’ E C( R + ) or f’“’ E C(R), then 
IIf(m)IIx =SUP llh-“d;:fIl,. (2.4) 
h 
We remark here that in the next section we replace the conditionf’““E C 
by f% L,. 
ProoJ We can write 
/)f(m)j/ =sup / lim hp”A’:f(x)( <supsup Ihp”ATf(x)l 
x h-0 .r h 
<sup lf""'(i(x, h))l <SUP If'"'(i)l = If(“)1 
.Y, h i 
which completes the proof. 1 
LEMMA 2.3. Theorem 2.1 is valid for k = n 2 c( > fl (i.e., (2.3) is satisfied 
for this case). 
Proof: We write 
/I h-“A;f II < min(hwB II dxf 11, hEpp sup 11 h-“A;f 11) 
d min(hw82” II f 11, h”-“M(n, a;f)) 
< (2”)l-w~) 11 f 11 ’ ~ (B’l) M(n, cqf)~‘“. 
As the last expression does not depend on h, we take supremum on h on 
the left hand side to complete the proof. 1 
The following lemma is the crucial step in the proof of our theorem. 
LEMMA 2.4. For n 2 CI > n - 1 = k 3 8, Theorem 2.1 is valid. 
Proof It is well known that M(n, cc;f) < cc (that is, sup, II h-“Aif II 
< co) for CI > n - 1 implies that f’“- ‘) exists and is continuous. This 
implies, using Lemma 2.1 for m = n - 1, that M(n - 1, n - 1; f) = 1) f’” ~ ‘) (I. 
As B 6 n - 1, we have, using Lemma 2.2 with n - 1 instead of n, 
s;p Ilh-“A;:p’fII <C Ilflll-(B’(+‘))(~~p Ilhp”+‘A;-‘fl))8’(“- ‘). (2.5) 
h 
It is now sufficient to show that 
s;p (Ih-“+‘A;-‘f ((= ((f(“p’)II<C (/ f ((‘-‘(n-‘)‘a)M(n,cr;f)‘“~“‘“, (2.6) 
as combining it with (2.5) will yield our lemma. 
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We use the elementary identity 
(T-I)=#-z)-+(T-z)* 
and set T- T(h/2) by Tf(x) =f(x + (h/2)) to write (2.7) as 
dh,2f(X) = %lf(x) - ~42fb). 
Using the above form of (2.7), we can write 
(2.7) 
= . . . =~dll(x)-~~~‘21’4:,45;2’+‘f(x). 
.I = 0 
Using 1) Tf 11 6 I/f 11, and hence 
~~2-‘dJ,d~,‘+‘f I/ <2~-’ li(T+Z)‘(T-Z)‘(T-Z)k-i+lf 11 
d IIU-O”+‘f II, 
we have 
I zkd;,2f (XII 6 II 4f II + zkp ‘k II A:/: ‘f II. 
We now iterate (2.8) to obtain 
I 2k’&2,f (XII G II 4f II +I i Zk’ II d@‘f I/. 
r=l 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
Therefore, dividing by hk and letting 1 tend to infinity, we have 
I f ‘k’(x)I = ;it I (2’/h)k 4,,~fWl 
<; I/f II +;h’-*M(k+ 1, cqf) f 2k’2p’” 
r=l 
~~llfll+h^iM(h-+l,a;f)(ki2) 
2k-s 
l-2k-a 
from which (2.6) follows for n 2 TV > n - 1 = k. 1 
LEMMA 2.5. For y < m, 
Cp’Mm, xf) d Mm + 1, xf) d 2M(m, y;f ), (2.10) 
where C depends on m an y hut not on J: 
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ProoJ Using (2.8) with k = m and 2h for h, we have 
Il~‘:fll <2-” Il~ZJll +(mPN4Y+‘fll. 
We iterate the above to obtain 
/-1 
Il4fll62-‘” IldXfll +(mP) 1 2-‘” II~);l’h+‘fll 
r=O 
As the estimate which we have is valid for all 1, we let I tend to infinity and 
complete the proof writing 
We are now in a position to combine the above results and prove 
Theorem 2.1. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. We recall that if n > CY 2 n - 1 and k = n, (2.3) 
follows from Lemma 2.3. If k = n - 1 and n - 1 < CI Q n, (2.3) follows from 
Lemma 2.4. If c1= n - 1 and k = n - 1, in which case fi < n - 1, we deduce 
(2.3) from Lemma 2.5 where we set y =/3 and m =n- 1, and then use 
Lemma 2.3. To prove (2.3) for n - 16 c1< n and k < n - 1, we recall that as 
u > n - 1, fck) exists (and is continuous). Using now Lemma 2.3, we have 
for fi < k, 
IlhdPAff 11 <min{2kh-B II f 11, hkpp /I f'"'ll} <2kpPll f II1-(Pik) 11 f(k)II@ik. 
(2.11) 
Using Lemmas 2.2, 2.5, and then 2.3, we have 
II f@II =sup Ilh-kd;fll GCsup lWkA;f II 
h h 
d C C(cr, k, n, n)ll f II1-(kia)M(n, a;f)k". (2.12) 
Combining (2.11) with (2.12), we obtain our theorem for II - 16 0: <n, 
cc>/?>O, and k<n-1. (For k=n and k=n-1, we have already proved 
it.) We can now increase n and/or k using Lemma 2.5 to complete the 
proof. i 
3. THE INEQUALITY FOR SEMI-GROUP OF OPERATORS 
In this section, we will achieve the same result we obtained in Section 2 
for semi-group of operators. This would not constitute a repetition of 
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proofs from the last section, as we will use the results, not the proofs. As 
translation is a semigroup in spaces of functions on R, or R, we also 
generalize the reslts to other spaces. 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose T(t) is a semi-group of contractions on a Banach 
space B and M(M, cc; f) is given for some n 3 CI > 0 (where n is an integer) by 
sup I/ h-“(T(h) - I)“f II B = M(n, cqf). 
h 
(3.1) 
Then for /?<N and k>/l>O, 
Ilh-B(T(h)-l)kf Iled C(a, p, n, k)ll f II’p(P’z)M(n, cc;f)“‘“. (3.2) 
Remark. We did not assume here that T(t) is strongly continuous 
on B. This is not needed as M(n, cr; f) < co implies what is needed for the 
function f in question, and for M(n, cc; f) = co, (3.2) is trivial. 
Proof: For every ge B*, where B* is the dual to B, we have 
F(t)= (T(t1.L g> 
with F(t) in L, with 
llhp”d;F //L,(R+j~Wn, wS)II glIBa, 
and, therefore (see for instance [2]), F(t) E C (or an equivalent of F in L, 
is a continuous function). Using Theorem 2.1, we have 
I/ h-“dkF 11 h L,(R+)G C(a, P, n, k)llFIIk$?,q) (SUP lIh-'~iF llL,~R+~JBia 
h 
G CC@, A n, k)ll f II fp w’) M(n, a;f )a’u II g II Ba. 
For a given h E R + , f E B, and E > 0, we choose g E B* such that I/ g (I B. = 1 
and 
We now have 
Ilh-“d;f /I --E< Ih-p@‘(0)l < llh-“A; F I/ 
< C(a, 8, n, k) /I f I/ hp W” M(n, a; f )Biz. 
As both E and h are arbitrary, the proof is complete. 1 
In Lemma 2.2, we showed that if the derivative off existed pointwise and 
f (‘X) E C, then 11 fcm) I/ = M( m, m). Actually, the requirement is much 
weaker, as will be shown in the following theorem. 
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THEOREM 3.2. Suppose T(t) is a semi-group of contractions on a Banach 
space B and 
hby+ (h-“(T(h)-Tf, g> = (cp, g> (3.3) 
for a fixed cp E B and every g E B* where B* is the dual to B, or for a fixed 
cp E B and every g E X, where B is the dual to X. Then 
s;p Ilk-“(T(h)-V”fII = /Icpll~ (3.4) 
Proof. We will use Lemma 2.1 to show that under the assumptions 
B = L,(R + ) or B = L,(R), T(h)f(x) =f(x + h), and 
lim (h-“(T(h)-Z)“f-cp,g)=O 
h+O+ 
(3.5) 
for all g E L, and a certain cp EL,, we have (3.4). We will then use the 
above result to obtain our theorem. We define for any g E L,, 
J’(t) = (T(t)f, g> and @(I)= (T(t) cp,g). (3.6) 
As lim,,,, (T(t)f,g)=(f,g) for allfEL, and gEL,, both F(t) and 
Q(t) are continuous from the right. We now show that (3.5) will imply 
1 
-..&T(t,)+.(T(t,)-I) T(t)f,g 
tm t, > 
1 
’ lim lrn =-...- 
I s ... it?7 II/l-O+ I-J f’ (T(t+u,+ ... + ,) 0 
x (h-‘“d:‘),g) du, ...du,n 
1 1 ‘m =-...- 
s I 
. . . 
t, t1o 
I’ (T(t+u,+ -.- +u,)rp,g)du,...du,. 
0 
As T(t) are contraction operators, we have 
Ilh-“d;:F(t)lJ= h-” j;...joh(T(t+u,+ ‘.. 
II 
+ul)cp,g)du,.~~&,, 
Ii 
d II @j(t) II
and 
F’,“‘(t) = lim 
r,+O+ 
-,,p+ (t,...t,)-‘A,m-..A,,F(t)=~(t). 
This implies 
Ih-“4f’(O)I d Ilh-“A:F II d lIF’,“‘/l= II@Il< IlcpIl (3.7) 
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for any h and any g satisfying 11 g11 L,= 1. We now choose g = g, such that 
for a given h and E, 
Il~-“~~fll-~~l~-md~F(0)l~IlcPIl. (3.8) 
We now observe 
hty+ hPA;F(O) = Q(O). 
We can select g such that II g 11, = 1 and 
I @@)I 3 II cp II - 8. (3.9) 
We further choose h(c) such that for h 6 II(E), 
Ilh-“d;;‘fll> Ih-“d;P(O)( 3 IF’“‘(O)l --E= I@qO)l 
2 II cp II - 24 h 2 h(c). 
Therefore, 
(3.10) 
sup II h-“d:.f II = II cp II. 
h 
We now use the result for L, to obtain the result for a general space. 
We define F(t) and Q(t) by (3.6) with g E B* or g E X when (3.3) is given 
for g E B* or g E X, respectively. F(t) satisfies the result for L, , and, there- 
fore, (3.7) follows. We can choose g E B* or gE X ()I g II = 1) such that (3.8) 
is satisfied, and then g such that (3.9) is satisfied, and select h(E) such that 
(3.10) is satisfied for 0 < h 6 h(E). As E > 0 can be chosen arbitrarily small, 
(3.8) and (3.10) will imply (3.4). 
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